Letter to the Editor
Scottish Vs Pacific Corp: A Bad Idea
If it is too good to be true, It probably is. This is an overused adage but, is it possible that the reverse is true. If it sounds like a bad idea, it probably is. A foreign country taking control of
the electrical power in Utah. To the reader, take one minute, stand in the center of your home and review all of the services provided by your electric system. Then trace the lines back to a
foreign country and read your feelings. Now remember back, if possible, to the electric service you received when UP&L was your electric provider. This change has come about merely by
transferring
ownership out of the state. Think about the instability of European countries in general. Is it possible that Iraq could have it's eyes on it's neighbors? - Iran - or any of the dictatorial led
nations and you will say immediately, no way! Then be reminded that is exactly what the British said after the fall of Poland. Whoever is in control of our electrical supply has the
strongest of holds on our lives. Think of all the critical defense installations in these Western States that are connected by Pacific Corps transmission lines and then put them subservient
to an adversarial country. When a country, any country, is in the hands of men and women of integrity and good standing, no problem. We know what has happened to our country when the
reverse is true.
Remember Pearl Harbor? The single biggest tactical error was made by the Japanese when they left the electrical facilities intact. Thus being, we were able to regroup far faster than
though possible because the maintenance
factories and etc., were up and running again over night. Now suppose that sometime previously, the Japanese had acquired ownership of said electric facilities? The whole complexity would
have been entirely different and I'm
sure, disastrous.
So again, our electric systems in the hands of a Foreign Country, "If it sounds like a bad idea, it is!" If it sounds like a bad idea to you, call the Public Service Commission and so express your
feelings.
Jay F. Gardner,
Retired Regional Manager Utah Power & Light Co.

submitted from
(Jay F. Gardner 385 East Center Richfield, UT. 1-435-896-6093)
-----Original Message----From: Marjorie Cortez <marjorie@desnews.com>
To: Martin R. Mangum <eolaman@infowest.com>
Date: Monday, October 04, 1999 7:57 AM
Subject: Re: scottish power vs pacific corp

>Mr. Gardner: Thank you for your submission to the Deseret News Readers'
>Forum. Unfortunately, it arrived garbled. Can you send it again just as
>e-mail transmission.
>Thank you.
>Marjorie Cortez
>Deseret News Editorial Board
>
>At 11:27 PM 10/3/99 -0600, you wrote:
>> My name is; Jay F. Gardner 385 East Center Richfield, UT
>>84701 (435) 896-6093 Thankyou, Jay Gardner Attachment Converted:
>>"c:\eudora\attach\dadup
>
>

